Featured Geography Courses
Spring 2019

- GEOG 100S Cultural Geography
- GEOG 1001S Environmental Geography
- GEOG 300 Maps and Geographic Information
- GEOG 321 World Economic Geography
- GEOG 350 Regional Geography of the US and Canada
- GEOG 400W/500 Geography of Food
- GEOG 432/532: Advanced GIS
- GEOG 446 Geographies of Gender and Sexuality
- GEOG 451 The Geography of Europe
- GEOG 495/595 Geospatial Field Techniques
- GEOG 496/596 Weather, Climate, and Society
GEOG 100S Cultural Geography

Five Sections in Spring 2019:

- Federica Bono  Tues/Thur  9:30 - 10:45 AM  BAL 1012
- Valerie Mervine  Thurs  4:20-7:00 PM  BAL 3068
- Heather Jersild  MWF  12:00-12:50 PM  BAL 3070
- Heather Jersild  MWF  1:00-1:50 PM  BAL 3070
- Georgeanne Hribar  Monday  4:20-7:00 PM  VB 231
Two Sections in Spring 2019:

- Michael J. Allen  Tues-Thurs  8:00-9:15 AM  BAL 3070
- Michael J. Allen  Tues-Thurs  9:30-10:45 AM  BAL 3070
GEOG 321 WORLD ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

A geographical approach to the economy to gain critical insights into the workings of contemporary societies and global economies.

GEOG 321
Dr. Tom Chapman
Spring 2019
GEOG 300 Maps and Geographic Information

Dr. Georgeanne Hribar
Tuesdays 4:20 - & 7:00
Monarch Hall 2114
GEOG 350 Regional Geography of the United States & Canada

MWF 11:00 – 11:50 am

Dr. Leib

Spring ‘19
GEOG 400W/500

Geography of Food

INGREDIENTS: SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF CURRENT FOOD SYSTEM AND ITS ALTERNATIVES, INDUSTRIAL GLOBALIZED FOOD PRODUCTION, MONOCULTURE, GMOs, OBESITY, FOOD DESERTS, ACCESS TO FOOD, SUPERMARKETS, FOOD WASTE, ALTERNATIVE FOOD NETWORKS, ORGANIC AGRICULTURE, AGROECOLOGY.

CONTAINS READING, WRITING, AND CRITICAL THINKING

USE IN SPRING SEMESTER 2019, TR 3:00 - 4:15 PM

NET WT 3.0 CREDITS

PRODUCED & DISTRIBUTED BY DR. FEDERICA BONO, fbono@odu.edu
GEOG 446
Geographies of Gender and Sexuality

Dr. Tom Chapman
Spring 2019

What’s geography got to do with gender and sexuality? (hint: Everything!)

- Geographic differences in gender relations/equality
- Gender Identity, space, and place
- Geographies of Sexuality
GEOG 432/532: Advanced GIS

Spring 2019  Wed, 4:20-7:00pm

Instructor: Dr. Hua Liu (hxliu@odu.edu)

- Advanced GIS technologies
  ✓ Geovisualization
  ✓ GIS programming
  ✓ Environmental modeling
  ✓ Geostatistics
  ✓ Spatial analysis
- Multiple geospatial programs
- Presentable course outcomes
- Elective course for GIS Certificate
- Pre-requisite: GEOG 402/502 (GIS)
GEOG 495/595 Geospatial Field Techniques

- Mobile and Field-based GIS
- GPS and GNSS Surveys
- Biogeographic & Landform Measurement
- In Situ Remote Sensing Field Techniques
- Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) Mapping Missions
- FAA Drone Pilot Test Preparation

GEOG 495\(^1\)/595\(^2\)
Dr. Tom Allen\(^2\)
George McLeod\(^1\)
Spring 2019
Thursdays
4:20-7:00
GEOG 451 The Geography of Europe

Dr. Georgeanne Hribar
Wednesdays 7:10 – 9:50
BAL 3068

Cultural identity
Conflict & cooperation
Contested territory
Current controversies
Online GIS map-based investigations
GEOG 496/596 Weather, Climate, and Society
Spring 2019: Tuesday/Thursday 1:30 – 2:45PM

- Earth’s Energy Balance
- Extreme Events
- GIS & Remote Sensing
- Flooding in Hampton Roads
- Human Health Relationships
- Food Security
- Planning for a Changing Climate

Contact Dr. Michael Allen (mallen@odu.edu) for more information